Press release

GLORY at EuroCIS 2022: Hybrid,
contactless and secure – checkout
models for an optimised shopping
experience
The payment expert will be presenting its future-oriented cash
management solutions, including the tried-and-tested CASHINFINITYTM
series and Acrelec kiosk systems, both virtually and at the stand.
Neu-Isenburg/Düsseldorf, 30 May 2022 - From 31 May to 2 June 2022, the 25th EuroCIS is taking
place in Düsseldorf. GLORY will also be present at the anniversary edition of the most important
trade fair for retail technology in Europe. Under the motto “The Optimised Checkout Experience –
Hybrid, contactless and secure”, GLORY will be presenting the future of payment in Hall 9, Stand
A04. With its modern cash management solutions, the payment expert will present innovative
technologies that are the response to changing purchasing behaviour as well as current trends and
developments in the retail environment.
The past few years have presented retailers with a number of new challenges. The Covid-19
pandemic and digitalisation, which has become autonomous and accelerated significantly in many
areas, are permanently changing customer behaviour and thus the entire industry. Innovative
concepts are absolutely essential in order to be prepared appropriately for these uncertainties.
Hybrid checkout models, for example, show how this can be achieved, making processes more
efficient, digital and secure. At EuroCIS, visitors to the GLORY stand can gain a comprehensive
insight into such concepts and the underlying technical solutions.
In a hybrid checkout, the scanning and payment process is distributed over several stations: In
addition to the traditional employee-serviced checkout, self-checkouts (SCO), payment stations as
well as pre-order and shop-in-shop stations with and without payment options are also used. The
hybrid model distributes customers, even at peak times and significantly shortens waiting times.
Customers are also able to shop and pay as per their preferences and benefit from an improved
shopping experience.

Manage cash efficiently for 10 years with CASHINIFINITYTM
Cash technology solutions are a key component of the hybrid checkout model. The
CASHINIFINITY™ series offers retailers a range of advantages, including increased time savings
and efficiency (as manual activities such as the manual counting of change are eliminated),
increased security (due to the integrated safe solution and the detection of counterfeit money) or
increased hygiene (as employees do not come into contact with cash). At EuroCIS, GLORY will
present how the technology can be integrated into a range of checkout models and individual store
designs – from the pre-order kiosk or the fully integrated counter solution with CI-5 to self-checkout
terminals with CI-10 to pay towers with high banknote capacity and secure vault storage based on
the CI-50.
State-of-the-art kiosk solutions from Acrelec
In addition to the CASHINFINITYTM series, GLORY will also be presenting modern kiosk solutions
from Acrelec at the stand, which will raise store and restaurant concepts to a higher (digital) level.
Forward-thinking hardware and software technologies are helping retailers and system
restaurateurs increase operational efficiency, serve more guests more quickly, and create additional
upselling opportunities. Available in a variety of customisable configurations, styles and sizes, they
are very easy to integrate with existing POS systems.
In addition to solutions for optimised cash handling in the front office, GLORY will also be showcasing
products designated for the back office. These supplement the POS systems by adding automation
and digitalisation of cash in a consistent manner to typical back office activities, thus solving the
general problems associated with manual cash processing.
Virtual presence thanks to GLORY V-SQUARE
GLORY is responding to the requirements of the new normal with a hybrid trade fair concept:
Retailers can not only obtain the valuable impulses and insights at the GLORY stand in Hall 9, they
also have the opportunity to visit virtually. The GLORY V-SQUARE, the virtual platform for retail,
depicts the trade fair stand digitally. Anyone who is not able to attend in person can also experience
the GLORY solutions. For access and further information, visit: https://glory-vsquare.com/eurocis.
The press kit of GLORY at EuroCIS 2022 is available via this link.

About GLORY
As a global leader in cash technology solutions, we provide the financial, retail, cash
center and gaming industries with confidence that their cash is protected and always
working to help build a stronger business.
Our cash automation technologies and process engineering services help businesses
in more than 100 countries optimize the handling, movement and management of
cash. While we span the globe, we personally engage with each customer to address
their unique challenges and goals — enhancing staff efficiency, reducing operating
costs and enabling a more rewarding customer experience.
Employing over 10,000 professionals worldwide with dedicated R&D and
manufacturing facilities across the world, GLORY is built on a rich customer-focused,
technology-driven heritage spanning more than one hundred years.
For more information, visit www.glory-global.com.
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